
NATIVE GRAPH 
DATABASE
A COMPARISON TO RDBMS

(Most figures derived from Eifrem, Neubauer, Rodriguez, Webber from Neo Technologies.)



RELATIONSHIPS

Graph DBRDBMS



QUERY WITH TRAVERSAL

// CYPHER: traverse to find friends of friends: 
MATCH (n:Person {name:‘Kai-Uwe‘})--()--(foaf) return foaf



WHO CARES?
Example scenario: 
▪ sample social graph with ~1000 persons 
▪ average 50 friends per person 
▪ pathExists(a,b) limited to depth 4 
▪ caches warmed up to eliminate disk I/O

# persons query time
RDBMS 1.000 2.000 ms
Neo4J 1.000 2 ms
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QUERY PERFORMANCE
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Connectedness of data set

Degree: thousands+ 
Size: billions+ 
# Hops: tens to hundreds

Degree: <3 
Size: thousands 
# Hops: <3

RDBMS 

Native graph



COMPARED TO RELATIONAL DB



TRIPLE (RDF) STORE
FOR THE SEMANTIC WEB



THE SEMANTIC WEB
‣ AAA Slogan: Anyone can say Anything about Any topic 

‣ no guarantee as to the quality of information 

‣ Nonunique Naming Assumption 
‣ some concept found at various different URIs 

‣ Open World Assumption 
‣ information is never considered complete or final 

"there is always one more" 

Statement: „Mary is a citizen of France" 

Question: Is Paul a citizen of France? 

Closed world (e.g. SQL) answer: No. 

Open world answer: Unknown.



RESOURCE DESCRIPTION FRAMEWORK 
‣ W3C specification (2004/2014) 
‣ Framework for describing resources 
‣ Allows to make statements about resources in the form of 

subject-predicate-object triples

Subject Predicate Object

Shakespeare Wrote King Lear

Shakespeare Wrote Macbeth

Anne Hathaway Married Shakespeare

Shakespeare Lived In Stratford

…



RESOURCE DESCRIPTION FRAMEWORK 
Subject Predicate Object

Shakespeare Wrote King Lear
Shakespeare Wrote Macbeth
Anne Hathaway Married Shakespeare
Shakespeare Lived In Stratford
…
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RESOURCE DESCRIPTION FRAMEWORK 
‣ RDF identifies resources with URIs 
‣ Syntax to allow exchange and use of information stored in various locations

xmlns:lit=„http://www.example.org/literature/shakespeare.owl#"

lit:Shakespeare lit:wrote      lit:Hamlet
lit:Shakespeare rdf:type       lit:Playwright
lit:Playwright  rdf:subClassOf bus:Profession
geo:Scotland    geo:partOf     geo:UK

Standardized:
rdf:type, subClassOf, Class, inverseOf, …
rdfs:subPropertyOf, label, range, isDefinedBy, literal, …
owl:AllDifferent, InverseFunctionalProperty, DataRange, Nothing, …



DATA AND OBJECT PROPERTIES



SPARQL PROTOCOL AND RDF QUERY L.
Triple Pattern (SPARQL query)

?w lit:wrote lit:KingLear .

{ ?person bio:livedIn ?place .
?place geo:isIn geo:England . 
?person lit:wrote lit:KingLear . }

SPARQL Result

?w = lit:Shakespeare

?person = Shakespeare
?place = Stratford

?place Englandlit:KingLear ?person
lit:wrote bio:livedIn geo:isIn



REIFICATION

lit:Shakespeare lit:wrote lit:Hamlet

q:n1 rdf:subject lit:Shakespeare
     rdf:predicate lit:wrote
     rdf:object lit:Hamlet

web:Wikipedia m:says q:n1

‣ Making statements about statements 
‣ important, because credibility in the Semantic Web is unsafe



INFERENCING
‣ This is what makes Knowledge Engineering cool :-)

IF
?A rdfs:subClassOf ?B
AND
?x rdf:type ?A
THEN
?x rdf:type ?B



INFERENCING

Inferred triples in italic:

shop:Henleys rdfs:subClassOf shop:Shirts
shop:Shirts rdfs:subClassOf shop:MensWear
shop:Tshirts rdfs:subClassOf shop:Shirts
shop:Henleys rdfs:subClassOf shop:Shirts
shop:ChamoisHenley rdf:type shop:Henley
shop:ChamoisHenley rdf:type shop:Shirts
shop:ChamoisHenley rdf:type shop:MenWear
shop:ClassicOxford rdf:type shop:Oxfords
shop:ClassicOxford rdf:type shop:Shirts
shop:ClassicOxford rdf:type shop:MensWear
…

shop:MensWear

rdfs:subClassOf

shop:Oxfords

shop:Shirts

shop:Tshirts shop:Henleys

rdfs:subClassOf

rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:subClassOf

shop:ClassicOxfordshop:ChamoisHenley

rdf:typerdf:type rdf:type



INFERENCING
‣ Allows general questions: „What are the Elizabethan literary works?“ 
‣ Detects fraud 
‣ Finds new insights 
‣ Checks constraints and consistency 
‣…



PROPERTY GRAPH VS. 
TRIPLE STORE
A COMPARISON

(Most figures derived from Eifrem, Neubauer, Rodriguez, Webber from Neo Technologies.)



COMMON AREA OF APPLICABILITY

Graph Databases

RDF Stores

Document Stores

Column Family

Key-Value Stores



PRODUCT HALL OF FAME

RFD Stores: 
(http://db-engines.com/en/ranking/rdf+store, June 2015) 

MarkLogic 
Virtuoso 
Jena 
Sesame 
AllegroGraph 
Algebraix 
Stardog 
Redland 
4store 
Redstore

Property Graph Stores: 
(http://db-engines.com/en/ranking/graph+dbms, June 2015) 
Neo4J 
OrientDB 
Titan 
ArangoDB 
Giraph 
Sparksee 
Sqrrl 
InfiniteGraph 
InfoGrid 
FlockDB



POPULARITÄT



DIFFERENCE
„The difference between a true 
graph product and a triple store 
is that the former supports index 
free adjacency [...] and the latter 
doesn't.“ 
Philip Howard, Bloor Research, 13.04.2015 

Two important properties of „true graph db“: 
1) Native graph storage engine 
2) Native graph processing (facilitates traversals 

via index-free adjacency) 
Robinson, Webber, Eifrem: Graph Databases. O‘Reilly, 2013.



BUT THERE IS MORE TO THAT ...

WellesKubrick

influencedBy

mentioned

name = „Orson Welles“name = „Stanley Kubrick“ 
birthyear = 1928

certainty = 0.8

Nodes + Properties 
Relationships + Properties 
Indexes (for start nodes) 

[Neo4J: Labels + Constraints]





P*GRAPH IS WHITE BOARD FRIENDLY



P*GRAPH IS WHITE BOARD FRIENDLY



P*GRAPH ~ OBJECT-ORIENTATION

Author

+name:String 
+birthYear:Integer influencedBy

+certainty:Float

mentioned

Author

+name:String 
+birthYear:Integer 
+inflCertainty:Float

mentioned influencedBy

WellesKubrick

influencedBy

mentioned

name = „Orson Welles“name = „Stanley Kubrick“ 
birthyear = 1928

certainty = 0.8



P*GRAPH NEEDS NO REIFICATION

WellesKubrick

influencedBy

mentioned

name = „Orson Welles“name = „Stanley Kubrick“ 
birthyear = 1928

certainty = 0.8

RDF: 
ex:Kubrick ex:influencedBy ex:Welles . 

q:n1 rdf:subject ex:Kubrick ; 
     rdf:predicate ex:influencedBy ; 
     rdf:object ex:Welles . 

q:n1 ex:certainty 0.8.

CYPHER: 
(k)-[:INFLUENCED_BY {certainty=0.8}]->(w) 

Note: CYPHER is the Neo4J query language, 
not a data format, but the example shows 
the simplicity of a property graph.



CENTRALITY NOT WITH RDF?

Managing properties 
as triples in RDF 
causes false results 
for centrality measures 
if applied naively.

:a :hasAge "24".
:a foaf:knows :b.

EigenvectorBetweenness

Closeness Degree Katz Centrality

Harmonic Centrality



MULTIPLE RELATIONSHIPS

WellesKubrick

influencedBy

mentioned

name = „Orson Welles“name = „Stanley Kubrick“ 
birthyear = 1928

certainty = 0.8

source = x

mentioned

source = y



P*GRAPH IS ONLY A SINGLE GRAPH

While RDF welcomes the union of multiple graphs in one database,  
the property graph databases do not support namespaces  
and thus support only a single graph.

RDF Stores 
(multiple graphs)

Property Graph Stores 
(single graph)



DIFFERENCES
Subject „Native“ Graph Database Triple Store / RDF Database

identity no explicit identity subject URIs (globally-addressable ids)

query language CYPHER, Gremlin, JSON, REST, native API SPARQL, SQL Extensions

serialization CSV RDF

sweet spot traversal performance and executing graph 
algorithms (index-free adjacency)

inferencing over large volumes (technically 
independent facts)

extensions RDF/SPARQL endpoint relationship properties, graph algorithms

use case OLTP (low latency) analytics (high latency)

scope one single graph, closed application multiple graphs, open for multiple use cases

challenge volume, graph sharding consistency for inferenced facts

user requests optional schema, constraints, time series relationship properties (w/o reification)

scope enterprise database semantic web






